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Top 5 switch accessories

Making an awesome console even better We recommend you read our updated PRIVACY POLICY AND COOKIE POLICY. Jeffrey Van Camp Jess GreyPick up switch recently or looking to upgrade? Here are some screen protectors, chargers and other accoutrements for your new best friend. Save this story for later. As a console, the Nintendo Switch is
hard to beat. It's super cute, super portable, and it pulls double duty in the home console. As much as I love the PS4 and Xbox One, they are not exactly portable. Since the switch is both a mobile console and a home console, you might want to look at some accessories that allow you to play longer, download more games, and practice waking up to your
sword game link. Some of them fit switch Lite as well, Switch only mobile sibling who can't dock on TV. If you're still shopping for the Switch, check out our roundups of the best Switch bundle deals, the best Switch games and surprising Switch tips for more Nintendo action. Updated July 2020: We have adjusted pricing and added a Bionik Power Commuter
bag. If you buy something using links to our stories, we can earn a commission. It helps to support our journalism. Additional information. Please also consider subscribing to WIREDAmFilm tempered glass screen protectorThis is a must-have item number one. It's possible you're going to be very high, that you're going to put your switch on a trip at some
point. When you do this, its screen scratches, and you hate yourself a little bit every time you see a stain during the gameplay. We used that screen protector, and it doesn't bubble. It also protects your screen switch TV Dock, which is scratched by some Switch owners displays. This screen has protected my (Jeffrey') Switch for three years now, and it's still
holding high. SanDisk 128 GB Fast MicroSD CardDon does a skimp with a good MicroSD card, either. Grab one with 128 GB of storage or more, so it will last a few years. You can still buy games with cartridges switch, but some titles need extra storage and indie games from Nintendo eShop are only available by download. Pop it in, forget about it and
download tons of games. Simple peasy. If you find one on sale, make sure it is marked in Class 10 and at least XC 1.PowerA Joy Con &amp; With the Pro Controller charging in the DockOut box, the only way you can charge your Joy-Con controllers is by sliding them back onto the Switch and pro controller requires a USB-C cord. This sturdy dock from
PowerA loads them all at once. We have used PowerA chargers in the past, and they tend to work very well. SteelSeries Arctis 3 (Bluetooth)SteelSeries Arctis is some of our favorite game headphones and Arctis 3 Bluetooth is the perfect match for switch. It also works wired, letting you connect directly to the Switch with a 3.5 mm headphone jack for games
like Fortnite (or just listening), and it has an optional Bluetooth connection that works with your phone that is required to play games that use smartphone chat app, such as Splatoon 2, Super Mario Party, Super Smash Bros. Ultimate and online NES games. SteelSeries Arctis 1 WirelessIf you are going to use nintendo phone-based chat app, Arctis 1 Wireless
(8/10, WIRED recommends) is a more flexible headset to buy, and one of our favorites. It connects to a wireless dongle and works on almost any device that has a USB-C port. Moreover, it produces rich, atmospheric sound and works perfectly with the Nintendo Switch.Just plug a dongle-not needing to fret about wires or Bluetooth pairing. It's a seamless
experience that makes Arctis 1 a great travel companion and works with many other systems (and phones). Gulikit Bluetooth Adapter switchThere are tons of Bluetooth adapters there with Switch and Switch Lite, but this one is a favorite. It has a thin profile, so it rests nice and snug against your Switch and can't be in the way when you play handheld.
Bluetooth headphones are the switch's natural companion and if you already have some you like, this adapter will allow you to use them while you're researching Hyrule and beyond. Bionik Power Commuter BagAunt to Covid-19 is pretty hard to find things to do outside. To spend too much time inside though, it's easy to get a bit wilty like a light-starved
houseplant. Sometimes walking in a park, putting on some headphones, and playing Breath of the Wild under a shady tree is the perfect thing to perk up my leaves, if only a little. The sweeter the game though, the more power it consumes. Here comes the bionik's power-pentator's bag. It's not just a Switch tote bag; comes with a 10,000 mAh battery (it has
two full charges of a standard sized Switch) to keep your Switch (and other devices) topped up. Orzly Switch Screen Cover StandThis Switch Cover Stand is not flawless, but I've found it really convenient for travel. It's like a fabric phone or tablet cover with stiffness. The lid protects the screen and the system core when it's in the bag, and it works much better
than the built-in kickstand if you want to play it on the table (or airplane tray). My only issue is that it does not move a little from side to side, although not enough to cause problems. This case has protected my (Jeffrey) Switch screen for nearly two years now, and it still holds up. Orzly Protective Case (Handheld Only)If you use your Switch mainly in handheld
mode, this Orzly heavy case is a cheap and easy way to give it some durability and an extra grip. It has a hard rubberized feel to it (TPU) and fits tightly over the switch. It adds some drop protection and has a nice lip front that helps protect the screen from the effect. Joy-Cons can't just be taken off or turned on, but you can pull out the suitcase without too
much trouble. Even with screen protection it's just easier to put your switch on a tote bag when you go on a trip. This Case of Orzly is highly valued and additional games, cables and even controllers in one package. If you're more of a TV player and need to bring switch dock with you to a friend's house, this case will do the trick. It has enough space for your
standard Joy-Cons, Pro Controller, game cartridges and extra peripherals. FastSnail Grips Joy-Con Controller HandlesSome games like Mario Kart 8 Deluxe will give you a tilt at every Joy-Con on your side and hold it like a traditional controller-truly small controller. This accessory is nothing special, but it adds some size to each Joy-Con and makes shoulder
buttons much easier to press. This is one of the best Switch accessory purchases I've made. PDP Joy-Con Rubberized GripsIf you tend to use your Switch on your own, without a TV, these rubber grips add traction and give your fingers a comfortable perch. There are a lot of rubber grips on other makers, but we've used PDP's, and they tend to stick to put a
lot better. RAVPower Portable USB-C battery (charging while playing)This RAVPower USB-C battery can charge the switch to it, which makes it must-have. This puts out 30 W using the USB Power Delivery standard that the switch needs. Other USB ports in the RAVPower battery also allow you to use phones, tablets, and other technical essentials. Aukey
PD 10,000 mAh Power Bank Having a charger that is so fast it can be free when you play is great. But if you're OK with putting the Switch down for a few minutes to wait reasonably fast charging, this Aukey battery will do the trick. It can load the switch from zero percent to full more than twice over before needing a top-up of your own. Nintendo Switch Pro
ControllerIf you plan to kick back and fully immerse yourself in The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild, Nintendo's first-party option is the best wireless controller you can buy. The Pro Controller is convenient to keep for a long time, and it reliably registers each tap. Pronounced facial buttons and satisfying contoured grips make for a luxurious upgrade. This
is one of the most convenient controllers we have used (any console).8Bitdo SN30 Pro ControllerIf you want every button pro controller, but as a classic feel SNES pad, 8Bitdo's SN30 is for you. It's lightweight, with precise buttons and analog sticks that feel incredibly accurate. It even has a motion control. The only snag is that it lacks the NFC, so you can't
scan amiibo figurines for supported games. On the plus side, it pairs it with any Bluetooth-compatible device, such as your computer or smartphone. Extra Joy-Cons bring extra joy! Nintendo is known for its killer sofa co-op games, and the free Joy-Cons allows you to play with four players in Mario Kart or weapons instantly in advance. When it's time to get
off the couch, these little removable controllers are small enough to take with you. It comes with every Joy-Con on the wristband, so you can flail away without worrying about your controller becoming a TV-crushing projectile. TFY car headrest mount for SwitchI did not test it myself because I did not own a car at the moment (city livin), but it seems to be this
trick. It's quite simple elastic and the burdock strap holds the switch. Simply wrap the elastic around the car seat with the headrest or tray on the plane, if it is suitable, and push the joy-con controllers out to fit the switch display into the handles. Some owners report that a small tablet may also be suitable. The switch has a built-in kickstand, but it has a fatal
flaw: the switch cannot be charged while using it because its charging port is down. This stand allowed us to play Pac-Man Vs., Mario Kart 8 Deluxe and other multiplayer games on vacation while keeping the Switch connected. It also lifts the console nicely, and the angle is adjustable. Nintendo Switch Adjustable Charging StandIf you have a set spot (table)
where you want to play your Switch, and that setup does not include a TV, you might want to pick up a Nintendo Adjustable Charging Stand. It connects to your SWITCH (or the adapter listed in this guide) to the supplied USB-C AC adapter and loads the system while playing. You can tilt it any way you want, and it's stable enough that you can remove JoyCons without a jab. If you have another TV or location that you want to play Turn on, consider buying an extra official Nintendo Switch TV Dock. It's best to buy the real thing-there were reports of third-party docks ordering switches, and it's hard to know if any of them are compatible with future firmware updates from Nintendo. It costs more, but it's worth
peace of mind, not to mention added comfort. PowerA Switch Auto ChargerIf you are on a road trip and need a top-up, sometimes there is no other option but a good cigarette lighter charging adapter. Newer cars don't even recognize that these ports used to be cigarettes, but either way, this USB-C car charger should work perfectly. It's 6 feet long, so you
can charge the same back seat too. Nintendo Joy-Con Charging Grip Switch always needs charging, and that's why much of this list is dedicated to batteries and cables. Joy-Con controllers are a little easier to juice, but if you regularly use them separately for your Switch, you'll want to find a charging solution. You can pick up the Pro Controller/Joy-Con
charger, connect the Joy-Cons back to your Switch for charging, or you can buy this alternative Joy-Con grip. It does not have a battery, but it can be connected via USB to charge controllers when they are docked. Nintendo's Labo Cardboard KitsNo, Nintendo Labo is not technically an accessory, but it's not a straight game, either. You basically build
cardboard gadgets like Legos and then play with them. We like it, so we're going to include it! Labo Vehicle Kit is our favorite and comes with a steering wheel, pilot joystick and a very fun game to play. The Labo Variety Kit comes with five cardboard accessories to build and is a fun beginner package. If you have children, is a great game / accessory to play
with them. Jeffrey Van Camp is the editor of WIRED, specializing in personal technology reviews and coverage. Previously, he was deputy editor of Digital Trends, helping oversee the site's editorial operations, and before that, its mobile editor. He's been involved in tech, video games and entertainment for over a decade, and... Read moreJess Grey is a
product reviewer at Wired, which includes all these devices that make your life easier and sometimes much harder. Since his first byline with Dragon Magazine for his most recent work on Digital Trends, he has covered a little bit of everything from crime, courts and patent filings... Read moreTheadsShoppingbuying guides5nintendoConsole Gamesvideo
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